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Bit-Error Rates for Optical Receivers Using
Avalanche Photodiodes with Dead Space
Majeed M. Hayat, Member, IEEE, Bahaa E. A. Saleh, Fellow, IEEE, and John A. Gubner, Member, IEEE

To accommodate this requirement, an avalanche multiplication
model has been formulated for which the ionization probability
of a carrier is set to zero for a certain distance, called the dead
space, immediately following its generation. The actual value
of dead space depends on the electric field profile in the multiplication region and the carrier ionization threshold energy.
In an earlier work [2], it was shown that each absorbed
photon by the APD induced a random response whose mean
had an exponentially decaying tail. Thus, photons in a single
optical pulse (representing a bit of the OOK system) generate a
stream of random impulse responses. These overlap to produce
the photoelectric current corresponding to the optical pulse.
This response has a random shape, random duration, and a
random area-since both the gain of the APD and the duration
I. INTRODUCTION
of its impulse response function are random. The process
UMEROUS studies have addressed the problem of evalu- of extracting information from the output of the detector is
ating the performance of optical communication systems complicated by the randomness of the response to individual
including effects such as quantum noise, noise due to gain optical pulses as well as the random spread of the response
fluctuations associated with avalanche photodiodes (APD’s), to adjacent pulses.
The process is further complicated by the presence of circuit
and receiver thermal noise [l]. The effects of dispersion in
the optical fiber on pulse broadening and its contribution to noise from the preamplifier stage which can be modeled
intersymbol interference (ISI) were also included in calculating as an additive zero-mean Gaussian noise. This noisy output
error rates. This paper addresses the performance of on-off comprises the observed signal based on which the decision as
keying (OOK) optical communication systems taking into to whether the transmitted bit is “zero” or “one” is made.
consideration two new effects. First, a more accurate model for Our goal is to determine the bit-error rate (BER) of the
the APD’s gain-fluctuation noise is used in which dead space is communication system.
This problem has long been considered by many researchers
included in the avalanche multiplication process. Second, the
effect of the APD’s finite (noninstantaneous) response on IS1 in the past two decades or so using various approaches. All
is also studied. The latter effect becomes important when the the previous work dealt with a conventional multiplication
data rate is so high that the interbit time interval is comparable model for APD’s which neglects dead space. These studies
to the response time of the detector. Such high data rates are include “exact” calculations [3]-[9], Gaussian approximations
becoming possible as a result of advances in the design of the [lo], [ l l ] , Monte Carlo simulations [12], Chernoff bounds
fibers themselves, by which dispersion is dramatically reduced [lo], and large deviation techniques applied to Monte Carlo
simulations [ 131. Furthermore, due to the unavailability of
through the use of linear and nonlinear effects.
A fundamental assumption implicit in most models of analytical theory for the APD’s impulse response function,
APD’s is that the impact ionization probability of a carrier these studies primarily assumed an instantaneous response
is the same at all times, including the instant following its APD for which the transient tail of the impulse response
generation, so that this probability is independent of the car- function of the APD is ignored. This is clearly a reasonable
rier’s history. From a physical point of view, however, a newly assumption when the transmission rate is much less than the
generated carrier must travel some distance in order to build bandwidth of the APD. However, with the recent advances
up sufficient kinetic energy to enable it to initiate an ionization. in fiber-optic technology, the effect of channel dispersion is
minimized and very high data rates became possible. Our
Paper approved by C. N. Georghiades, the Editor for Synchronization and
analysis, therefore, focuses on the limitations brought about
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the BER calculations taking into account, for the first time,

Abstract- Bit-error rates are computed for an on-off keying optical communication system using avalanche photodiodes
(APD’s). We use a model for the APD that includes dead space
and the finite response time. Dead space is the minimum distance
that a newly generated carrier must travel in order to acquire
sufficient energy to become capable of causing an impact ionization in the multiplicationregion of the APD. The detector’s finite
impulse response and its randomness are important for high datarate systems. Using an exact analysis, we show that the presence
of dead space enhances the performance at relatively low data
rates. Using a Gaussian approximation technique with the exact
mean and variance, we demonstrate that dead space degrades the
performance at high data rates since it is responsible for longer
tails in the impulse response function of the APD, which in turn
increases the effect of intersymbol interference.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of an on-off keying optical communication system.

the intersymbol interference effect due to the finite width of
the APD’s impulse response function. We also demonstrate,
for the first time, how dead space affects the BER. These
calculations are possible now that the statistics of the APD’s
impulse response function and gain have been determined (see
[2], [14], and [15]). Quantum noise and circuit noise are also
considered in the analysis. The possible beneficial effect of
dead space is then demonstrated through numerical examples.
11. STATISTICS OF THE RECEIVEROUTPUT

(governed by the random sequence { B ; }which is independent
of { T ; } ) , { ~ i } are realizations of a doubly stochastic Poisson
process (i.e., a Poisson process with a random rate). { I ; ( . ) }
are assumed to be independent and identically distributed
stochastic processes, each of which is assumed to be integrable
and statistically independent of the sequence { B ; } and the
arrival times { T ; } . The process X ( t ) is a shot noise with
a random filter I ( t ) and generated by an underlying doubly
stochastic Poisson point process with random intensity r(t).
(Since the collection I;(.) is identically distributed, we will
omit the subscript whenever convenient.)
A simple way to determine the statistics of X ( t ) is to
determine its characteristic function. Conditioned on a fixed
sample path of the intensity r(t),i.e., a fixed sequence B, =
b,, n = 0, 1, 2,. . . , the conditional characteristic function
c P X ( t ) I { B , } ( 4 = E[ejux(t)I{Bn}]
is [I61

Thus, the Characteristic function of X ( t ) is simply

A. The Optical Signal

V X ( t ) ( 4= E[(PX(t,l{Bn,(4l

The transmitted optical signal is composed of a modulated
stream of identical optical pulses, each of an arbitrarily prescribed deterministic shape p ( t ) , separated by time T. The
pulse p ( t ) is assumed to vanish outside the interval [0, T ]
for some T 5 T , so that the duty cycle of the transmitted
message is T / T .Each of these pulses is multiplied by a random
amplitude belonging to a finite alphabet set. The intensity of
the transmitted signal is thus given by

03

= n E [ e x P {Bndn(t,.>>I
n=O

03

+

r(t)= C~,p(tn ~ )

(1)

where

n=O

I,,,

min{.r-nT, t }

where { B ; } is an independent and identically distributed
collection of random variables taking values in an alphabet
A (e.g., A = (0, 1) for on-off keying). Each element q in
A is chosen with probability Pq = P{Bn = q } satisfying
CqEA
Pq = 1. Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of the OOK
communication system which is discussed in this section.

4n(t, u)=

p(s+nT){cpr(t-s)(u)
-1) ds. (4)

The characteristic function of X ( t ) i s therefore explicitly
related to the alphabet probabilities Pq and the characteristic
function of the process I ( t ) . The latter is governed by the
statistics of the APD’s impulse response function, of which a
brief discussion is given next.

B. The Photoelectric Signal
The process of photodetection results in the generation of a
stream of photoelectrons at times { ~ i } (with reference to t = 0)
described by a nonhomogeneous Poisson point process with a
rate I’(t). This random nature of photon arrivals constitutes
the quantum noise. If a photon arriving at time T; generates
in the receiver circuit a random photoelectric pulse I; (t - ~ i ) ,
then the total photoelectric current is

X ( t ) = x I ; ( t- T i ) .

(2)

7%
It

(Each of the processes I ; ( t ) is a random impulse response
function of the APD.) Because r(t)is a stochastic process

C. The APD Impulse Response Function
Consider a double-carrier-multiplication APD with a certain
multiplication-region width with a uniform electric field. Starting at one edge of the multiplication region at time t = 0, an
original electron initiates the avalanche multiplication process.
This process is assumed to obey a dead-space multiplication
model (see [14]). As a result of the moving offspring (electrons
and holes) within the multiplication region, an induced electric
current is generated. This time-dependent current, which we
denote by I @ ) is
, the random impulse response function of the
APD. When all the electrons and holes leave the multiplication
region, I ( t ) vanishes.
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The statistics of I ( t ) , including its mean, standard deviation, and characteristic function (all as functions of time),
were determined in [2] using renewal theory techniques. The
asymptotic behavior of the mean and the standard deviation
for large t , which proves to be particularly useful for the BER
calculations in Section 111, was also determined.

Under Ho, the characteristic function of W is

n=l

D. The Receiver Output

and under H I , it is

The photoelectric current X ( t ) acts as a current source in
the receiver circuit. If the receiver circuit is modeled by a
linear time-invariant filter of impulse response function h ( t ) ,
and if it contains an additional source of zero-mean Gaussian
noise V ( t )(e.g., due to thermal noise from resistors), then the
final signal on which the decision is based is

W ( t )= V ( t )+ h ( t ) * X ( t )

+X I $

= V(t)

-

q)*h(t)

It

7%

+ CI?i(t-

= V(t)

Ti).

(5)

It

7%

Here, I?; denotes the response of the filter h when its input
is I i ( t ) , the APD's impulse response function due to the ith
photon, and the symbol * denotes convolution.
Let W denote the value of W ( t )at a certain sampling instant
t = t , with 0 5 t , 5 T (T being the bit length) and let
V = V ( t , ) , then

where

E;&

I?$)

- t).

(7)

From here on, we restrict our attention to an on-off keying
(OOK) modulation scheme with P{Bn = 0} = P{Bn =
l} = 0 . 5 , ~=~ 0, 1, 2 , . . . . Now by replacing I, by Hz in
(2)-(4) and by noting the independence of the Gaussian noise,
the characteristic function of W is
00

Cpw (a) = Cpv(u)

1

(5 (1

exP [&(u)]}),

(8)

n=O

where
~ n ( u=)

{r-nT, t.>

-nT

p ( s + n T ) { C p f i , ( t )-( u1}
) d t (9)

and q ~ f i , ( ~ )=
( uE[e3"fia(t)]
)
is the characteristic function of
the random variable I?%( t ) .
E. Hypothesis Testing

Since the system is stationary, there is no loss of generality
in determining the probability of error for an arbitrary bit, say
when n = 0. Let Ho and H I denote the null and the alternative
hypotheses, respectively. Under Ho, Bo = 0, and the optical
signal is given by r(t)= E:?, B,p(t+nT), while under H I ,
BO= 1,and r(t)= p(t)+C:=,Bnp(t+nT),--M < t 5 T.

~p&(u)
= cpv(u)E

(1 1b)
where ~ p v ( u )= E[eJuv]is the characteristic function of
V, and it has the well-known Gaussian form ~pv(u)=
exp[-ig2u2], where g2 is the variance of V.
Let Po(.) and PI(.) denote the conditional probability
distribution functions of W under the hypotheses Ho and H I ,
respectively, i.e., P z ( z ) = P{W 5 zlH,}, i = 0, 1. The
corresponding conditional probability density functions of W
can be computed by carrying out the Fourier integral

Jm

ti(.) = 2T

& ( u ) e x p [ - - j u ~ ] dx,

i = 0, 1. (12)

-03

Let us form the likelihood function L ( z ) = fl(.)/fo(.).

The

This rule results in two disjoint subsets of the real line. Let the
set D be defined so that L ( z ) 2 1, 'dx E D , and let Dc be its
complement. The average BER, defined as the probability of
making an error in detection per bit averaged over all possible
bit levels is

BER= L { L f o ( z ) d i +
2

J

tl(.)dx}.

(14)

D"

If &,(u) and ( P ~ ( U were
)
known, then one might use
the techniques in [ 171 to compute the corresponding density
functions and the probability of error efficiently. However,
even if the characteristic function of the impu!se response
I ( t ) is known, the characteristic function of H , ( t ) is not,
in general, analytically computable. Exact evaluation of the
BER is, therefore, in general not possible. We will adopt two
approximations which will make the calculations possible.
111. GAUSSIAN
APPROXIMATION
This is a simple approximation in which the distribution
function of W is approximated by a Gaussian distribution
with the exact mean and variance. The validity of this approximation has been verified for high light intensity levels
[18]-a good discussion on this subject can be found in [ 101
and [19]. In our case, the exact mean and variance of the
impulse response function of the APD are used, including their
asymptotic behavior in time. Then the Gaussian-approximation
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approach enables us to capture the effect of IS1 on the and
performance.
With this approximation, it is only necessary to calculate
the mean and variance of W under each hypothesis. Let PO,
go", 111, and 0: denote the mean and the variance under the
nefunctions
hypothesis HO and H I , respectively. Then the conditional
p d f s are

nT

Cn =LTpTh2(S

+ T )ds.

and h2 are given by

1

fz(.)

= -exp(-(z - P L ~ ) ~ / ~ ( T ! )i, = 0 , 1. (15)

\/2;;0i

and

J' J'

If 61 and 6' are the two distinct intersection points of the funchz(t) =
E [ q S l ) I ( S Z ) ds1
]
dsz.
(20)
tions f l and f o , with 01 < 6 , then the set D defined in Section
t-T t-T
II-E is (-03, 6 , ) U ( 6 , GO). Assuming 01 > (TO and PI > P O ,
The mean impulse response function i ( t ) = E[l(t)]
for
the integrals in (14) can be approximated by
f o ( x )dx E
stable APD's has been shown [2] to have an exponentially
fo(x)dx and
fl(x) dx E
fl(x) dx. (This apdecaying tail with rate y. Thus, for large t (in comparison to
e
proximation is valid since
f o ( z )dx is negligible.) This the sum of the electron and hole transit times in the APD
is equivalent to replacing the optimal decision test in (13) by denoted by TO), i ( t )
ae-Yt, where a and y are known
a threshold test for which (see (16a) and (16b) shown at the constants. For sufficiently large n @e., n >> ( T O
r)/T),
bottom of the page) and erfc (x) = l/fisz" exp [-y2] d y one can use the above asymptotic result to evaluate Rn:
is the complementary error function. Equations (loa) and
(Ila) along with the relations E [ W I H i ] = -j&,(Of)
and
R, M Q(1- e-YT)(eYT - l ) e - y n T ;
Y2
E [ W 2 1 H i ] = -cp$(O+)
are used to compute the true mean
and the true variance under each hypothesis (the prime denotes and hence for some sufficiently large integer N
the derivative and cp(Of) = lim,lo cp(x).)
"
N
We now consider a special case of an integrate-and-dump
M
' ( e 7 7 - l)e-yNT
(21)
circuit for which
n=l
n=l
7

sDC

s,

s!m

s-:

N

+

CR, CR"+

1, O < t < T
0, elsewhere

and
'

N

00

We further assume that the optical pulse is of rectangular shape
of width r ;

where no is the mean number of photon arrivals in the "1"
bit. Taking ts = T , the following expressions are obtained:
Po =

1

"

-2n , c R n
n=l

0
0
"
= 0'

+ -21 n :"z ( R i + C n )

R:
n=l

Ri

M
n=l

+

a2(eYT -

1 ) 2 ( 1 - e-yT)e-%NT
y4( 1

+ e-YT)

. (22)

The situation is more complicated for h2 due to the correlation function of the impulse response E [ l ( t l ) l ( t z ) ]which
appears in the expression for ha. One can evaluate the correlation function numerically using the renewal relations that
were derived in [20]. These expressions are rather long and we
can use Schwarz inequality to find an upper bound in terms of
the second moment of the impulse response. In this way, we
can make use of our knowledge of the asymptotic behavior of
the second moment that has been determined in [2]. Schwarz
inequality gives the relation

n=l

But for large t ( t >> T O ) , & ( t ) be-Yt, for some known b.
This decay rate is equal to that of the first moment. This is
due to the fact that I ( t ) depends on integer-valued random
N

where
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processes, and hence the decay rate of its second moment
must be at most equal to the decay rate of the first moment, in
which case the relations characterizing the rate are identical for
the first and second moments [2]. Thus, for some sufficiently
large integer N ,

E". ccn+
00

n=l

n=l

4p(e(1/2)r~
- 1)2(1 - e - ~ ~ ) e - ~ N T

y3(1 - e-rT)

(23)
Now the mean and variance under each hypothesis can be
computed using (17), and the BER can be calculated from
(16). Numerical results of the above analysis are presented in
Section V.

not affect its ability to reproduce. This assumption simplifies
the analysis greatly. For the dead-space model, on the other
hand, a carrier's ability to reproduce (or ionize) depends on its
age-the multiplication process is, therefore, non-Markovian.
In [ 141, a pair of nonlinear coupled integral equations (renewal
equations) were derived from which the generating function
of the gain can be determined. For (SI 5 1, these integral
equations are

and

IV. INSTANTANEOUS-RESPONSE
APD
Whereas the Gaussian approximation permitted us to include the time dynamics of the APD's response in the BER
. e - P ( z - < - d h ) d[ ,
x E [dh, w] (27)
calculations, its accuracy is questionable at low optical power
or high data rates. In this section, we develop an exact where w is the width of the multiplication region and Z ( x )
denotes
formulation but we ignore time dynamics. We assume an (whose generating function is F z ( s , x) = E[sZ(")])
APD with an instantaneous response and use the probabilistic the sum of the total number of electrons and holes that are
analysis of the gain of the APD including the effect of dead generated as a result of one parent electron at location II: in
the multiplication region. Similarly, Y (x)is the corresponding
space [14].
This analysis assumes that APD's impulse response is suf- sum when a single hole at location x initiates the multiplication
ficiently narrow to be considered as an impulse in comparison process. The parameters [I: and p are the ionization coefficients
to the duration of each bit. The strength of this impulse for electrons and holes, respectively, and de and dh are their
is equal to the random gain of the APD multiplied by the respective dead spaces. The gain G = $(l Z ( 0 ) ) so that
electron charge q. In this case, the photodetector output X is
FG(s) = &FZ(&,
0).
(28)
q times the number of carrier-pairs generated as a result of
the absorption of the photons in an optical pulse. Therefore, A detailed discussion of these equations can be found in [14].
X = CEl Gi, where {Gi} is an independent and identically
In this paper, we solve the above equations analytically for
distributed sequence of integer-valued random gains, and N the special (limiting) case when the hole-to-electron ionization
is the number of photons detected in a "1" bit, assumed to be ratio k = P/a = 1 and d, = d h = d . We obtain, for the first
Poisson with parameter no.
time, an explicit analytical expression for the characteristic
The characteristic function of the random variable X is [ 161 function of the gain-we defer the derivation to the Appendix
and give the final result:
(24)

+

where

(PG(U)

= E[exp(juG)] is the characteristic function

where V is an independent zero-mean Gaussian noise with
variance F'. Once the characteristic function of G is evaluated,
the conditional characteristic functions of the observed output
W can be computed using (24) and (25). The probability
density functions can then be evaluated using (12), and the
optimum threshold can be determined from which the BER
is computed using (16). We now proceed to consider the
characteristic function of G for the APD including the effect
of dead space.
A. Characteristic Function of the Gain of the APD

The characteristic function of the gain for the conventional
APD model was obtained by Personick [4] and Mazo et al. [5].
Without the dead space, the avalanche multiplication process
is Markovian-since the age of a carrier at a certain point does

To evaluate the characteristic function of the gain for an
arbitrary k (including the case k = l),we found it easiest to
numerically solve the basic renewal equations (26) and (27)
using Picard iteration. We give an outline of this procedure. For
each s on the unit circle: i) F z ( s , x) and F I / ( s ,x) are set to
zero everywhere in the interval [0, w], with the two exceptions
F z ( s , w) = F y ( s , 0) = s; ii) equation (27) is discretized,
using a suitable mesh size, and then used to generate estimates
of F y ( s , x) in the interval [0, w]; iii) using this estimate
of F y ( s , x) in the discrete version of (26), an estimate of
F z ( s , x) is generated in the interval [0, w]; iv) an improved
estimate of F y (s, x) is obtained by substituting in the discrete
version of (27) the previously calculated estimate of F z ( s , 2);
and v) steps iii and iv are repeated until convergence is
~ is computed by
achieved. The characteristic function c p (u)
the use of (28) with s = eju.
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Fig. 2. The bit-error rate (BER) as a function of the mean number of
photons per bit no when a Gaussian approximation is used. The ratio of
the dead space to the width of the multiplication region d / w = 0 (solid) and
d/w = 0.05 (dashed). The APD’s parameters are chosen so that the mean gain
is 40 in all cases. Two cases are considered: an approximately single-carrier
multiplication APD with k = 0.1 and a relatively narrow impulse response
(0.2 ns); and a double-carrier multiplication APD with k = 1.0 and a wider
impulse response (0.4 ns). The system is assumed to operate at 2 Gb/s with a
50% duty cycle and the circuit-noise parameter o = 500.
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is 40 in all cases. Two cases are considered: an approximately single-carrier
multiplication APD with I; = 0.1; and a double-carrier multiplication APD
with k = 1.0. The circuit-noise parameter 0 = 500.

It is customary to measure the performance of the receiver
by its sensitivity (n,) which is typically defined to be the
v. NUMERICALRESULTS AND DISCUSSION
minimum mean number of photons per bit necessary to
We compute the performance using the various approx- produce a BER of lop9. The dependence of the sensitivity
imations discussed in the previous sections. Two sets of of the receiver on the channel dispersion can be examined
results are obtained. In one we include the effects of the by plotting the sensitivity as a function of the duty cycle
time response and dead space, but make the assumption that of the transmitted signal r / T as in Fig. 4. It is seen from
the receiver’s photoelectric current is Gaussian. In the other Fig. 4 that with the Gaussian approximation, dead space
approximation we assume that the detector response time is enhances the performance for small values of r / T . As r / T
sufficiently short to be regarded as instantaneous, but use approaches unity, the sensitivity starts to increase (Le., the
the exact statistics of the receiver output including the effect performance becomes poorer) and dead space starts to degrade
of dead space. In all the computations, the receiver filter h the performance. The former is simply the result of the
is taken to have a rectangular impulse response function of orderliness, brought about by dead space, in the avalanche
width T corresponding to an ideal integrator, and the optical multiplication process. The latter, however, is due to the fact
pulse shape is also assumed to be rectangular of width r and that dead space increases the duration of the impulse response
height n o / r ,the mean number of detected photons per bit function and hence increases in the overlap from adjacent bits.
(which is in turn proportional to the intensity of the light For small values of r / T ,the sensitivity becomes constant since
pulse [21]). When r / T is small, photons amve in a small the interference from adjacent bits is negligible. In this regime,
cluster in each bit, so that the overlap among responses due to the Gaussian approximation is of no value since the exact
adjacent bits can be neglected, and therefore the instantaneous- analysis is available.
response approximation is valid. Whereas when r / T is large,
It is interesting to compare the receiver sensitivity of the
the Gaussian approximation is more suitable.
device mentioned above to other idealistic devices mentioned
Figs. 2 and 3 depict the dependence of the BER on no in the literature. We have computed n, as a function of the
for the Gaussian and instantaneous-response approximations, data-transmission rate B for a number of cases. The simplest
respectively. The speed of the system is taken to be 2 Gbh, Le., case is that for which there is no gain noise (i.e., deterministic
T = 0.5 ns, and the circuit noise parameter a = 500 (this value multiplier) but the response time is finite. This is shown in
is within the typical range suggested in [22]). Two APD’s the lower curve denoted “finite response/deterministic gain”
of equal mean gains ( E [ G ]= 40) are considered: an almost in Fig. 5. As B increases, the sensitivity increases and the
single-carrier multiplication APD ( k = 0.1) with an impulse- finite response of the APD becomes more effective in causing
response width of 0.2 ns, and a double-carrier multiplication the deterioration of the performance. This curve provides a
APD ( k = 1.0) with an impulse-response width of 0.4 ns. The benchmark separating the effects of response time and gain
width of the impulse response function is taken to be the time fluctuations.
necessary for the mean impulse response to build up 95% of
Another ideal device is that for which the response is
the mean gain. Two sets of curves are generated corresponding instantaneous but the gain fluctuates. The results are shown by
to two values of the normalized dead space: d / w = 0 and a set of three flat lines denoted “instantaneous response.” The
d / w = 0.05. It is seen from these figures that dead space lower two lines have been computed using exact statistics of
lowers each curve entirely so that the BER is reduced for the gain. For comparison, the upper line was generated using
each no.
a Gaussian approximation with the correct mean and variance.
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Instantaneous response
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for relatively low B (i.e., for T greater than the width of the
impulse response). This is a result of inhibition and orderliness
effects due to dead space which reduces variation noise in the
multiplication process. A similar enhancement in the signalto-noise ratio was also reported earlier [14] and [15]. Once
again, the negative effect of dead space on the performance
is seen for very high data rates. As before, this is due to the
longer tails of the impulse response function which results in
a longer response time.

Data Rate B (&its/s)

Fig. 5. Receiver sensitivity ns as a function of the transmission rate B
for a number of special cases. In the first case, for which the APD has
deterministic gain with a deterministic finite response (equal to the mean
impulse response function), the receiver has the best performance (lowest n s ) .
The second case (the set denoted instantaneous response), is that for which
the APD is assumed to be instantaneous but with random gain. The lower two
curves of this set are computed exactly, and the upper one is computed using
the Gaussian approximation. Finally, the third set of curves, denoted finite
response, represents a realistic device for which the gain is random and the
response time is finite and random. The ratio of the dead space to the width
of the multiplication region is d / w = 0 (solid) and d/w = 0.5 (dashed). In
all cases, the mean gain of the APD is 40, the ionization ratio IC = 1, the
circuit-noise parameter (T = 500, and the transmission duty cycle is 50%.

It is clear that the Gaussian approximation underestimates the
performance (or, equivalently, overestimates n,). By comparing this set to the finite-response-deterministic-gaincase, it is
clear that gain fluctuations increase the sensitivity by about
two orders of magnitude, whereas the increase in n, due to
the finite response alone is less than one order of magnitude.
Finally, the third set of curves represents a realistic APD
for which both the gain fluctuations and the finite response are
included. By necessity, however, the Gaussian approximation
is used and the results are more accurate for large values of no.
In all of the computations of interest, we have included a
comparison between devices with and without dead space, but
with the same mean gain. It is clear that under this constraint,
the dead-space device is superior at most by a factor of 1.3

Two effects complicate the study of bit-error rates in optical receivers using APD's-dead space of the avalanching
process, and the finite and EUKbm response time Of the device.
We have determined the performance of such receivers in an
on-off keying optical communication system including for the
first time these effects. w e found that the presence of dead
space corresponds to lower bit-error rates for relatively low
data rates when the mean gain
of the APD is kept constant.
Dead space, therefore, enhances the performance at these rates
due to the reduction in the APD gain-fluctuation noise as a
result of the inhibition and orderliness brought about by dead
space. On the other hand, for very high data rates, dead space
degrades the performance since it is responsible for longer tails
in the impulse response function of the APD. In this case, dead
space contributes to intersymbol interference.
It was also found that at high data rates, the dominant factor
that controls the receiver performance is the finite response
time of the receiver, while for low data rates, the performance
is governed by the fluctuations in the APD gain.
For computations in the high-data regime, we employed
a Gaussian approximation with exact mean and standard
deviation of the receiver output. For low data rates, the exact
statistics of the receiver output were computed and used to
determine the performance. This was only possible under the
assumption that the receiver was instantaneous.
It is of interest, therefore, to design devices for which dead
space is enhanced when the data rate is low and reduced when
operating at a high rate. New technologies using multilayer
structures may possibly be employed to achieve this goal.
APPENDIX
We start by differentiating (26) and (27) with respect to
to obtain the following differential equations:

5

+

d F z ( s , 5 ) / & = a ( F z ( s ,Z)- F i ( S , 5 d e )
5 E [O, U I - d e ] (A.1)
. FY(s, z de)),

+

d F y ( s , x)/~z= -D(Fy(s,
.FZ(%

5)-

5 -

F;(s,

dh)),

5

- dh)

E [dh, 4

(A.2)

with the following boundary conditions:

Fz(s, w

- d e ) = s,

(A.3a)

and
Fy(s, d h ) = s.

(A.3b)

Under the assumption that IC = 1 (i.e., cy = D) and d e = d h =
d , one can easily verify from (A.l)-(A.3) that F y ( s , Z) =
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F z ( s , w - z). Hence, from (A.l), we obtain
a-l d F z ( s , z)/dz = F z ( s , z) - F&,

z

+d)

. F z ( s , w - z - d ) . (A.4)
Assume a solution of the form

F z ( s , z) = ?ersx

(A.5)

and substitute (AS) into (A.4) to obtain the characteristic
equation

r,

+ cy?er’(w+’)

- cy

z 0.

(A.6)

B~ applying the boundary condition (A.3a) to (A.5), we
determine the constant 6 and obtain
~

~

( z)
3

=
, Ser*(z+’-w)

64.7)

where r , is the solution to the equation
T,

Since G =

+ as2,g5(3’-w)

- cy

= 0.

(‘4.8)

o),

(‘4.9)

i(1+ Z(O)),
FG(s) = & F Z ( f i ,

and hence we obtain the expression for the generating function
of G:
FG(s)

= &e(’-”)r&.

(A.lO)

Since the characteristic function of G is simply ~ G ( u )=
FG(ej”), the results in (29) and (30) are therefore established.
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